
 

 

 7 Natural Hair Care Tips for 
Foster & Adoptive Parents 

BY JAI JOSEPH   

The best practices and products for caring for natural 

hair. 

DETANGLING 

Methods of detangling hair can vary depending on 

personal preference from finger detangling, wide tooth 

combs, Denman brushes, and Tangle Teezers. NEVER 

try to detangle dry hair. A spray bottle filled with 

water is a staple in any natural hair routine. Use 

conditioner or hair milk to help the process along. To 

prevent becoming overwhelmed, section the hair using 

hair ties, satin scrunchies, or butterfly clamps before 

detangling.  

WASHING 

Afro-Textured/Kinky/Coily hair doesn’t need to be 

washed everyday. African-American hair tends to be 

drier and produces less sebum oil than other hair types. 

Washing hair once to twice a week is more than enough. 

The Shea Moisture Kids line is a great place to start. Try 

to avoid frequently using shampoos with sulfate 

ingredients in them. Sulfates strip the hair. While this is 

great for removing oils from straight hair, it leaves 

textured hair dry and brittle with excessive use. Pro-tip: 

Using a t-shirt or microfiber towel to dry helps retain 

moisture.  

HAIR TYPING & POROSITY 

Understanding hair typing and porosity can help you 

find the right resources. Most African-Americans fall into 

the Type 3 or Type 4 category.  Porosity will help you 

understand what the hair needs.  Low porosity hair has 

very tight cuticles meaning it resists water absorption.   

Continue Reading 

 

 

The ADHD – Depression 

Link: Symptom Parallels 

and Distinctions 
 

By William Dodson, M.D., LF-APA  

 

ADHD and depression are closely related and commonly 

mistaken comorbid conditions. Learn how symptoms 

overlap, how to distinguish signs and avoid diagnosis 

mistakes, and how to treat comorbid depression and 

ADHD.  

 

More than half of people diagnosed with attention defi-

cit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD or ADD) will experi-

ence depression in their lifetime. And 30 to 40 percent 

of individuals diagnosed with depression also have 

ADHD. The comorbid connection between ADHD and 

depression is strong. And with that connection comes an 

increased risk for two common scenarios that lead to 

ineffective or non-existent treatment for ADHD: 

incomplete diagnosis — when a patient with both 

ADHD and depression is diagnosed with only one 

condition, usually depression 

 

misdiagnosis — when symptoms of one condition are 

mistaken for the other; this is particularly common 

in women with just ADHD who are often misdiagnosed 

with depression 

Though ADHD and depression share similar symptoms, 

they are separate and distinct conditions with different 

treatment protocols. ADHD is a lifelong neurological 

disorder that impairs executive functions, attention, 

and self-control; depression is a mood disorder that 

causes sustained periods of unprovoked sadness, irrita-

bility, fatigue, and hopelessness.  

 

 

Continue Reading 
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 The Reinvented Chore Chart That Actually Motivates My Child 

BY DOUGLAS COOTEY 

 

My child’s chore chart was sparking anxiety and overwhelm. So we rebuilt her list from the ground up — changing “Do 
it because I said so” to “Here’s how each of these tasks will help you.”  

I have a learning-disabled daughter who has a problem with abstract concepts. She can’t connect the dots between 
doing chores fast and getting her reward fast. She resents working on The (Chores) List. 

When I was a teen, I knew that there would be no TV unless I did all my chores and finished my homework. If I knew my 
favorite rerun was on at 5 p.m., I whirled around the house like a dirt devil whipping my way through homework and 
chores in a twirl of glory. Nothing got in the way of my TV time. My older daughters understood this concept, though 
they lacked the hyperactive fuel that lit my rocket. My youngest daughter, however, has been different. She sees The 
List and despairs. 

Her chores are nothing compared to her sisters’. There’s physical therapy practice, reading practice, 10 minutes of this, 
five minutes of that. Each task is related to school or physical therapy, but there are so many demands on her time by 
experts wanting to help her that she’s overwhelmed. The irony is that The List isn’t long. She just dies while doing it, 
stretching it out for hours. The way I’ve structured things is that, if she does her chores, she earns two hours of screen 
time — for video games, movies, TV shows, and, now, her iPhone. But she can’t motivate herself to earn it. 

Amending the Chore List to Make It Kid-Friendly 
 

She’s seeing a new therapist now, and the subject of The List came up. The therapist had some suggestions to make the 
process less contentious. I took her advice and added a few changes and organizing tips of my own that made a 
difference. 

1. Make the chores list with your child’s input. I didn’t do this with my older daughters, but I’ve always done it with my 
youngest. I wish I had been doing it all along. It makes a difference in the child’s feeling of empowerment. All therapists 
have suggested this. I’d recommend updating the list every few months, or even monthly, to keep it fresh. 

2. Laminate the list. I typically print out the list and slip it into a sheet protector. Then we use dry-erase markers to 
check off the items. All my girls responded well to this. They get to use different color markers each day, then wipe the 
list clean for the next day. 

3 Combine some tasks to shorten the list. This is a visual sleight of hand. The same number of chores is on the list, but it 
seems like there are fewer things to do. This was the new therapist’s suggestion, and it has helped a lot. 

4. Add the reward to the list. Why didn’t I think of this before? Putting screen time on the list made a big difference, 
because the reward became a concrete goal instead of an abstract one. 

5. Show how each item on the list benefits your child. I broke down each item on the list and explained which expert 
was recommending which activity. Teachers, doctors, physical therapists, and occupational therapists all want a piece 
of her day. I had intended to do this for the therapist, but on a whim I showed the names to my daughter. It completely 
changed her perspective of the list. Understanding why each item was there helped her understand each item’s 
importance. 
 

CONTINUE READING 
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